A Word Distributed Representation Based Framework for Large-scale Short Text Classification
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Abstract—With the development of internet, there are billions of short texts generated each day. However, the accuracy of large scale short text classification is poor due to the data sparseness. Traditional methods used to use external dataset to enrich the representation of document and solve the data sparsity problem. But external dataset which matches the specific short texts is hard to find. In this paper, we propose a framework to solve the data sparsity problem without using external dataset. Our framework deal with large scale short text by making the most of semantic similarity of words which learned from the training short texts. First, we learn word distributed representation and measure the word semantic similarity from the training short texts. Then, we propose a method which enrich the document representation by using the word semantic similarity information. At last, we build classifiers based on the enriched representation. We evaluate our framework on both the benchmark dataset (Standford Sentiment Treebank) and the large scale Chinese news title dataset which collected by ourselves. For the benchmark dataset, using our framework can improve 3% classification accuracy. The result we tested on the large scale Chinese news title dataset shows that our framework achieve better result with the increase of the training set size.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the past decades, text classification (text categorization) is one of the most important processes used in mining knowledge from large data set. Lots of machine learning methods have proved to be effective tools for text classification such as K-NN, SVM, Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy. These advanced techniques have achieved excellent results on some benchmark collections (20Newsroups, Reuters-21578).

With the rapid developing of Internet, many applications such as Twitter, Microblogs, Q&A System, Web search and e-commerce produce large amount of short texts every day. The volume of these data is very large while the length of each is short. Therefore, it plays a key role to process text data in many fields. For instance, the result of short text classification can be used to improve the accuracy rate of information retrieval system. However, due to the specificity of the short text, the processing of it encounter new challenges. Compared with normal long text, short text has less words and much noises. The less words make the representation of short text become more sparse and it has no efficient information on topic and word co-occurrence. So normal machine learning methods are not suitable for the tasks in short text.

There have been several works that attempted to solve the sparsity and noisy of short text. These works can be categorized into two groups. The first group try to use external data sources to enrich the short text representation. One way is to extract topic from the external data sources using topic model such as pLSA [6] and LDA [5]. Another way is to measure the word similarity from WordNet or Wikipedia. A disadvantage of this group is that the selection of external data sources is very hard and there is no proper external data to some special problem. The second group proposed new models which take the specificity of short text into consideration. Bitern-based topic model [4] is used to extract topic information from short text. However, this group of works represents the short text in One-hot representation such as Vector Space Model (VSM) which loses the semantic information to some extent.

Inspired by the works mentioned above, we present a framework for building a classifier which aimed to deal with large short text corpus using their own semantics information. The main idea of the framework is that for each word in the corpus, we learn a distributed representation and powerful classifier such as maximum entropy and SVMs.

We test our framework on the benchmark collection and the real Chinese news title data set, the results of both data sets show that our work is outperform the state-of-art methods for short text classification.

The main contributions of our work is summarized as follows:

- To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply neural probabilistic language model and the word distributed representation for short text classification. Our experimental study has validated its effectiveness.
- We proposed a method which solves data sparsity problem of short text without any external data source. The document representation is enriched by adding the word semantic similarity information.
- We tested our framework in different training sets. The result shows that our framework has better accuracy rate on large training sets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the related work on short text classification. Then we give an general overview of our framework in Section 3. In Section 4 we analyse the main steps in our framework. Section 5 describes the experiments of our framework on the benchmark collection and the real data on the Internet. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

"Distributed Representations of Sentences and Documents" by Quoc Le [1] is probably the study most related to our work. Quoc Le proposed a method for sentence and document representation based on the word distributed representation that proposed by Mikolov [3]. This approach solve the problem of data sparsity and learn a distributed representation of document. However, using Distributed Memory Model of Paragraph Vector(PV-DM) which only take the nearby words into consideration to get the document representation loses the globe information of the whole training set. So in our framework, we combine the word distributed representation with the globe information together to represent the document.

The works related to the short text representation can be divided in two groups. One group of works focus on the language model which used to refine the representation of short text. Dou Shen [11] extends the n-gram based naive Bayes classifier by using multigram language model. The integration of the multigram language model can improve the accuracy of naive Bayes classifier. Vidit Jain [8] advanced a short text representation using diffusion wavelets. Neural probabilistic language model is promoted by Bengio [2]. It is the first attempt that represent a word to a continuous vector. In our framework, the distributed representation of word is based on the neural probabilistic language model.

Another group of studies focus on using the topic information of external data sources to enrich the short text representation. Sarah Zelikovitz [7] using LSI to extract topics for short text classification. Xuan-Hieu Phan [9]'s work learns topics from external data collections and build the classifier using maximum entropy and SVMs. Mengen Chen [10] improve the short text classifier by learning multi-granularity topics. The main difference between these works and our work is that we use the word similarity instead of topic to enrich the representation and we use no external data sources.

With respect to the classifier, SVMs have a natural advantage for classifying text [12]. Xinruo Sun [16] proposed a multi-stage classification approach to classify short text. SVM also can be integrated with other classifier such as MaxEnt to make a comprehensive classification result [17]. And many short text classification works we mentioned above are using SVM to build the classifier [9] [10].

III. THE GENERAL FRAMEWORK

In this section we present the proposed framework that aimed to build a classifier for large-scale short text. The framework is depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 explains four steps for building the large-scale short text classifier. The general idea of each step is described as follows:

1. **Step a: Preprocessing.** In this step, short text in training set is preprocessed as the input of neural probabilistic language model. In general, the preprocessing includes removing stop words (usually omit for short text), named entity recognition, text segmentation (may be used in some scenarios) and etc.

2. **Step b: Learning the word distributed representation.** Using neural probabilistic language model, we can learn a distributed representation for words from the preprocessed training set. This representation can represent word semantic information.

3. **Step c: Learning a new document representation.** Combine the word semantic information with the traditional document representation methods, we propose a new method to learn a new document representation. Documents in both the training and test set can be represented as a vector using our method.

4. **Step d: Building the classifier.** In training process, we build a classifier based on the training instances representation and label. In test process, test instances is input to the classifier and the classifier outputs the label.

In the next section, we first introduce the techniques we used for learning the word representation. Then, our document representation method is specified. At last, we will explain the technique we used to build the classifier.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Distributed Representation of Word

The main idea of statistical language model is that the probability of a document can be represented as the joint probability of each word denoted as $P(w_1, w_2, \cdots, w_T)$. There are many
To solve this problem, Bengio [2] extended the n-gram model. This is the main idea of n-gram model. This model is widely used in many technological applications involved in natural language processing. However, this model does not consider the semantic meaning could have extremely different probability. So we choose word2vec to train the word distributed representation.

### TABLE I: Variables Used in Word Distributed Representation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(w_t)</td>
<td>Word (t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V)</td>
<td>Vocabulary of the corpus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>Word distributed representation matrix for all words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C(w_t))</td>
<td>Distributed representation for word (w_t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\theta)</td>
<td>Overall parameters set (\theta = (b, d, W, U, H, C))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R(\theta))</td>
<td>Regularization term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>Bias of Input layer to Output layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(W)</td>
<td>Weight of Input layer to Output layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>Bias of Input layer to Hidden layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>Weight of Input layer to Hidden layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U)</td>
<td>Weight of Hidden layer to Output layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>Penalized Log-likelihood function for neural language model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ways to model the joint probability. In general, The probability of each word can be represent by the conditional probability of the next word given all the pervious words.

\[
P(w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_T) = \prod_{t=1}^{T} P(w_t | w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_{t-1})
\]  

(1)

where \(w_t\) is the \(t\)-th word. Considering the fact that farther words in the word sequence are statically more dependent, so the conditional probability of the next word given all the pervious words is approximately equal to it given the nearest \(n\) words.

\[
P(w_t | w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_{t-1}) \approx P(w_t | w_{t-n+1}, \ldots, w_{t-1})
\]  

(2)

This is the main idea of n-gram model. This model is widely used in many technological applications involved in natural language processing. However, this model does not consider the semantic of the document. Two documents have similar semantic meaning could have extremely different probability. To solve this problem, Bengio [2] extended the n-gram model using neural network and proposed a neural language model (NLM).

![Neural Architecture for NLM](image)

**Fig. 2: Neural Architecture for NLM**

The architecture of neural language model is shown in Fig. 2. Using this model, we can get the distributed representation of words in the vocabulary. Given a sequence of training words \(w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_T\), the penalized log-likelihood function of the training corpus \(L\).

\[
L = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \log(P(w_t | w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_{t-1}, \theta)) + R(\theta)
\]  

(3)

where \(\theta\) is the overall parameters of the model and \(R(\theta)\) is a regularization term. We need to maximize the penalized log-likelihood function \(L\) and learn the parameters \(\theta\). Next, we will illustrate this model layer by layer.

For the input layer, we stitch each word feature vector together and denote it as \(x\).

\[
x = (C(w_{t-1}), C(w_{t-2}), \ldots, C(w_{t-n+1}))
\]  

(4)

where \(C(w_t)\) is the word vector of \(w_t\). For the hidden layer, the activation function is \(g(x)\). So the output of hidden layer is \(g(d + H \cdot x)\), where the \(H\) is the hidden layer weight, \(d\) is the hidden layer bias. For the output layer, the input of this layer can be divided into two parts. Part one is from the input layer. Part two is from the hidden layer. So the output of output layer \(y\):

\[
y = b + W \cdot x + U \cdot g(d + H \cdot x)
\]  

(5)

where \(b\) is the output biases, \(W\) is the output weight, \(U\) is the hidden-to-output weight. So the overall parameters \(\theta = (b, d, W, U, H, C)\). Finally, the softmax function of this model is the logistic function.

\[
P(w_t | w_{t-n+1}, \ldots, w_{t-1}) = \frac{e^{y_{w_t}}}{\sum_{i=1}^{V} e^{y_{wi}}}
\]  

(6)

In the training process, stochastic gradient ascent is used to infer the parameters. For each step iteration, \(\theta\) is calculated as follows:

\[
\theta \leftarrow \theta + \varepsilon \cdot \frac{\partial \log P(w_t | w_{t-n+1}, \ldots, w_{t-1})}{\partial \theta}
\]  

(7)

where \(\varepsilon\) is the learning rate. After iteration process, we can get the parameters \(\theta\).

Neural probabilistic language model encounter a performance bottle-neck when applying on large-scale data set. The calculation in hidden layer is the most time consuming process. In order to extend the NLM architecture to large scale collections, Mikolov [3] improves the neural probabilistic language model and get observe large improvements in accuracy at much lower computational cost.

The architecture of Mikolov’s work is shown in Figure 3. The implementation of Mikolov’s algorithm is available at word2vec. There are three different points between neural probabilistic language model and word2vec.

1) The input layer of word2vec is the sum not the stitch of word vectors.

2) There is no hidden layer in word2vec architecture.

3) The output layer of word2vec is a Huffman tree not a linear structure.

Word2vec has been tested to be useful in many applications such as the word similarity. So we choose word2vec to train the word distributed representation.
B. Our Document Representation Method

Nowadays, perhaps the most popular vector representation method for document is the bag-of-word. Due to its simplicity, efficiency and often surprising accuracy, the bag-of-words model also used to represent the input document for many classifier. However, the bag-of-words has many disadvantages. Using bag-of-word model, the word order information of document is lost. Thus, different document would have the same representation if the same word are used. The bag-of-words model consider little about the semantics of the words. It also leads to the data sparsity and curse of dimensionality.

Quoc Le [1] proposed paragraph vector to replace the bag-of-words model. This paragraph vector is learned based on the word2vec algorithm. However, word2vec learning the word vector only use the local information of word because word2vec is based on the n-gram model.

In order to overcome the above-mentioned disadvantages, we propose a new method to represent the document which combine the bag-of-words model and the word distributed representation.

Assuming that the representation of a document we get using n-gram bag-of-word is $d_{BOW} = (f_1, f_2, \cdots, f_k)$ where $f_i$ is the value of word $w_i$, $V$ is the length of word dictionary for training set. For the word $w_i$, in document $d$, the method we used to compute the value is tf-idf.

$$f_i = \frac{tf(w_i,d) \cdot idf(w_i,D)}{N_d \cdot \log |D \cap w_i|} \quad (8)$$

where $N_d$ is the word count of document $d$, $N_D$ is the document count of training set $D$. Due to the sparsity of the short text, most of values in $d_{BOW}$ is zero. So we need a method to enrich the values. Considering the word distributed representation method which is illustrated above, we measure the word similarity. Words which have high similarity should have similar value in $d_{BOW}$. We calculate the word similarity as follows:

$$\text{similar}(w_i, w_j) = \frac{C(w_i) \cdot C(w_j)}{|C(w_i)| \cdot |C(w_j)|} \quad (9)$$

where the $C(w_i)$ is the distributed representation of word $w_i$.

In order to bring little noise to new document representation, we set a threshold to the similarity between words. If the word similarity is bigger than the threshold we add it to the document representation. For the word similar with two or more words in the document, we choose the biggest value of it. Our new document representation is calculated by using Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1 Document Representation Algorithm**

**Input:**
- The word dictionary of corpus $W$
- The word dictionary of word2vec training set $W_{w2v}$
- The word similarity threshold $t$

**Output:**
- The document representation $d_{new}$

1: $d_{new} = \{\}$
2: for each word $w$ in document $d$ do
3:  for each word $w_{new}$ in $d_{new}$ do
4:    if $w_{new} == w$ then
5:      $d_{new}.remove(w_{new})$
6:  end if
7: end for
8: $d_{new}.add(w)$
9: if $w$ in $W_{w2v}$ then
10:  for $w_{sim}$ in $\text{SimilarityList}(w)$ do
11:    if $w_{sim}.similarity >= t$ and $w_{sim}$ not in $d_{new}$ then
12:      $w_{sim}.weight = w.weight \cdot w_{sim}.weight$
13:      for each word $w_t$ in $d_{new}$ do
14:        if $w_t == w_{sim}$ then
15:          $d_{new}.remove(w_t)$
16:        if $w_t.weight >= w_{sim}.weight$ then
17:          $w_{sim} = w_t$
18:        end if
19:      end if
20:    end for
21:    $d_{new}.add(w_{sim})$
22:  end if
23: end for
24: end if
25: end for

As is shown in Algorithm 1, a document is represented as a list of words. For each word, we find the words which is similar to it and add the similar word into the document representation. In this algorithm, The most time consuming process is the calculation of $\text{SimilarityList}$ of $w$. However, the calculation result of word similarity is reusable. We can calculate and freeze it in the training process. Because the test set is usually not very large, the increase of computational complexity can be tolerated.

C. Technique to Build the Classifier

With respect to the classifier, Support Vector Machine (SVM) is an efficient method used for text classification.
[12]. According to the above-mentioned document representation method, document \( d_i \) in the training set can be represent as \((X_i, Y_i)\), where \( X_i \) is the representation of document \( i \) and \( Y \) is the index of class which document \( d_i \) belongs. In SVM the decision boundary which predicts the class of test instance is chosen to be the one for which the margin is maximized. The margin is defined as the distance between the decision boundary and the closest point that represent a vector in high dimensional space [18]. Short text have many properties such as high dimensional input space, document vectors are sparse and most of documents are linearly separable, which fit the character of SVM.

Assuming there are \( l \) instances in the training set, the purpose of SVM for binary-class linearly separable is to solve the optimization problems as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{w, b} & \quad \frac{1}{2} w^T w \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad Y_i (w \cdot X_i + b) \geq 1, i = 1, 2, \ldots, l
\end{align*}
\]  

(11)

For the multi-classes problem, there are various methods which were proposed for combining multiple binary-class SVMs in order to build a multi-classes classifier. We use the one-versus-the-rest approach which trains N SVM classifiers for N classes to solve this problem.

For the linearly inseparable dataset, there are two method used to solve this problem: kernel method and soft margin. The soft margin algorithms in SVMs can change each linearly inseparable problem into a separable one. SVM use the kernel method which transforms the original data to a new Hilbert space \( H \). Vectors in the new space is linearly separable.

However, for large-scale short text classification, kernel method is much more sophisticated. So considering the fact that most of documents are linearly separable, we choose soft margin multi-classes SVM in our framework. The loss function of it is shown as follows:

\[
\min_w \quad \frac{1}{2} w^T w + C \sum_{i=1}^{l} \xi(w; X_i, Y_i)
\]  

(12)

where \( C > 0 \) is a penalty parameter. \( \xi(w; X_i, Y_i) \) is the loss function.

The effectiveness of it has been tested by C.-J. Lin. The code and data of Lin’s work is available on github project libshorthortext [13] and libliner [14]. Using their work, we can choose the loss function and regularization for SVM by changing the parameters. The loss function can choose L1-loss or L2-loss.

V. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we perform experiments to evaluate our framework. We test our framework on two short text classification tasks: sentiment analysis and news title classification. The reason why sentiment analysis experiment is chosen is because the result of this experiment shows that our framework can improve the accuracy of classification on benchmark dataset. And, the news title classification task is chosen for evaluating the effectiveness of our framework on large scale dataset.

A. Data Set

For sentiment analysis, we use Standford sentiment treebank dataset which proposed by Socher at 2013 [15] to benchmark our work. This dataset has 11855 documents which were taken from the movie review site Rotten Tomatoes. Socher divided the dataset into three sets: training set, test set and validation set. There are 8544 documents for training, 2210 documents for test and 1101 documents for validation. Each document in Socher’s dataset is a single short sentence.

The dataset not only labeled the documents but also came with detailed labels for subphrases in each document. With similar experimental to Quoc Le [1], we only consider the label of the document. The author of this dataset proposed two ways to use the label. For each document, we could consider a 5-classes classification task where the labels are \{Very Negative, Negative, Neutral, Positive, Very Positive\} or a 2-classes classification task where the labels are \{Negative, Positive\}.

For news title classification, we use all news in 2014 which is crawled on ChinaNews. There are 917626 news titles in the dataset. Each news belongs to a session such as sport news, finance news and so on. For the whole dataset, there are 31 sessions corresponding to 31 classes. The biggest class is social news which has 113414 news. Due to different classes may have similar meaning, in our experiment, we evaluate our framework with 559031 news titles from 5 distinguishing classes. We equally and randomly separate all data into 10 subset. The first subset which included 55899 documents is treated as the test set. The premier training set which is one of the 9 subsets has 55907 news. The second training sets are add a subset to the premier training set, and so on. Finally, we construct 9 training sets which have different volumes.

B. Compared Methods & Experimental Protocols

The main idea of our work is to enrich the document representation using the word semantic similarity which is learned by neural language model. Then, The enriched representation of documents are used to learn the classifier. So the baseline we compared is the classification result which use the original BoW document representation.

Socher compared serval methods to their dataset and finded that their works much better than bag-of-word method. There are two reasons why we don’t choose their work as the baseline. One is that our work aims to solve the data sparsity by enriching the representation while they don’t. Another reason is that our framework is used to classify large-scale short text. However, Socher’s work is too complicated to used in big data.

Followed the experimental protocols described in III, we divide our experiment into training process and test process. There are two phases in the training process. To make full use of the training data, in the first phases, we treat each sub phrase as an independent document and we learn the distributed representation for all words using word2vec [3]. In the second phase, we use our method to represent the document and train the classifier. Considering our work is used for large-scale short text classification, we choose linear SVM to build our classifier [14].
In the test process, we freeze the vector representation for each word, and represent the test instance using our method. Once the test document is represented as a vector, we use the classifier which is trained above to classify it. However, in our experiment, the dictionaries we get from the bag-of-word and that we get from word distributed representation are not same. In this case, we choose the bag-of-word dictionary as the standard one. If the similar word is not in the standard dictionary, we will ignore it.

C. Result & Analysis

We learned the word distributed representation from the training instances in Standord sentiment treebank dataset and evaluated the similarity of words. The partial result of this work is given in Table II. It is clear that the semantics similarity of word can be represent using the word distributed representation. For instance, the word *movie* is similar with *film* on semantic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II: Word Similarity Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>But</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>painful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>happiness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our experiment, we use word2vec to train the word distributed representation. There are several parameters we can tune in word2vec. For each document in our training set is short, we set the learning rate = 0.025 window = 5 sample = 0.001 and achieve significant semantic similarity of words. So in the next step, we can enrich the document representation by using these information and build the classifier.

Then, we built classifiers using soft margin multi-classes SVM. The result of our framework is shown in Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table III: Sentiment Analysis Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Margin SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Method</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result shows that our method has an absolute improvement of 3% in terms of error rate. This result means that words similarity information can make the classifier better.

For the news title classification task, we freeze the test set and expand the training set step by step according to the separation of training set we mentioned above. The result of our experiment is shown in Fig. 4. Compared with the BoW representation+SVM framework, our framework achieve better accuracy rate and the gap between them is trend to increase as the training set is enlarged. The reason about this result is that the word similarity becomes more accurate. One could easily argue that if the training set only contains one training subset, the word similarity would bring noise in the classifier. The result illustrate that the our framework can be easily used on Chinese classification task. Using our framework, the accuracy rate of classification has significantly increased.

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a word distributed representation based framework for short text classification. In our framework, neural probabilistic language model is used to generate the word distributed representation. Using the word similarity information mining from the word distributed representation, we enriched the document representation and solved the data sparsity problem. Then, we adopt the one-vs-all strategy to combine many soft margin binary-class SVM classifiers together for multi-class classification.

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt that the word distributed representation based word similarity information is used for large scale short text classification. We propose a efficient document representation method which enrich the short text representation without using external data
source and integrate it in our framework. Then, we demonstrate the efficiency of our framework on both the Chinese news title dataset and Standford sentiment treebank dataset. Experimental results show that our approaches significantly improve the prediction accuracy while maintaining the time efficiency in the prediction phase.

As to future work, there are two aspects which probably can improve our framework. First, in our work, the document representation only consider the word similarity information. We are interested in taking the word order information into consideration to enrich the document representation. Second, due to the training set is usually not large, the similarity information may be incorrect. We are also interested in using external datasets to refine the word similarity information. We believe that the proposed framework has great potential to achieve much better result.
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